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The problem of computing K, of division algebras, in particular for the real 
quaternions, has been of interest for several years since Matsumoto’s description 
of K, of a field. Recently, Rehmann [6] has generalized Matsumoto’s description 
to division algebras by means of an exact sequence (Theorem 1 .I). In this note we 
prove that K2: of the real quatcrnions is canonically isomorphic to the uniquely 
divisible part of Ka of the reals. In addition to Rehmann’s exact sequence, we 
also need a generalization of a beautiful geometric argument of John Mather [4]. 
For a general quaternion algebra H with center R, it is known [2] that both 
the kernel and cokernel of the map K,R + K,H are annihilated hy 4. In case H 
is the unique non-split quaternion algebra over R where R is ordered and every 
positive element has a square root, we show that this map is surjective with 
kernel cyclic of order 2 generated by the Steinberg symbol {- 1, - 11. This gives 
the result for the real quaternions mentioned above. One also obtains that K,H 
is trivial for H the quaternions over the field of all real algebraic numbers. 
We would like to thank John Mather for allowing us to include his argument 
in section 3. 
1. Kz OF DIVISION RINGS 
Let D be a division ring and let Un denote the group with presentation given 
by generators C(U, v), U, v E D” subject only to the relations 
(UO) c(u, 1 - u) = 1, U + I 
(Ul) c(uv, w) = c(%, “20) c(u, w) 
(U2) c(u, VW) c(v, wu) c(w, uv) = 1. 
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Rehmann [6, Satz l] shows that there is an exact sequence 
1 -+ K,D + U, -+ [D*, D*] -+ 1 
and derives the following theorem from the low order terms of the Hochschild- 
Serre spectral sequence ([6, Korollar 31). 
I. 1 THEOREM. Let D be a division ring. There is an exact sequence 
HJJD + HJD*, D*] + K,D --f H,U, --f HJD*, D*] -+ 1. 
An examination of the proof shows that the maps 
K,D = HIK,D -+ H,U, and Hz[D*, D*] -+ H,E(D) = K,D 
are induced by the inclusions K,D + U, and [D*, D*] + E(D), respectively. 
The latter map sends a unit u E [D*, D*] to diag(u, I,...) in the infinite elementary 
group E(D). 
In case [D*, D*] is perfect (i.e., HJD*, D*] is trivial), this result takes a 
simpler form. Define Sym D to be the abelian group with generators the formal 
symbols {u, v}, u, v E D* subject only to the relations 
(i) {u,l--u}=I,u#1 
(ii) {uv, w} = (24, w}{v, w} 
(iii) (24, zm} = {u, a}{~, w}. 
(1.2) 
1.3 COROLLARY. If [D*, D*] is perfect, then 
HJJD --f HJD*, D*] + K,D + Sym D + 1 
is exact. 
Proof. We let {u, u} denote the class of c(u, V) in HIV, . Ul-U2 imply 
(see PI) 
(U7) c(u, v) C(U’, v’) = C([~~“lU’, [“‘“IV’) c(u, v) 
yielding 
(u', 71") = {ru.w, bJ1~') 
for any u, V, u’, V’ E D*. A repeated application yields {u, v} = (“u, “vi> for any 
u, v E D*, x E [D*, D*]. Hence by Ul, {uv, w} = {u, w}{v, w} if u E [D*, D*] 
and v, w E D*. Now Ul-U2 imply that 
c([u, v], w) = c(u, v) c(%, “‘24) 
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as is shown in [6, Equation U9]. Thus as [D *, D*] is perfect, [u, TJ] is a product 
of commutators with entries in [D*, D*]. ‘3 . ince Hi~~, is abelian, the above 
remarks yield 
for any u, C, w E D*. Ul-U2 also imply c(u, ZJ) C(C, u) :: 1 [6, Equation U5] 
so that {u, z>} = (“u, %} for any u, P?, w E D*. We thus obtain 1.2 from UO-U2. 
On the other hand, by a standard argument [5, p. 951, 1.2 implies that {u, -u} = 1 
and hence (u, ‘u}{v, u> = I. It now easily follows that UO-‘CT2 are consequences of 
1.2 in H,C,. 
1.4 Remark. In fact, we will only need to know that there is an exact sequence 
H,[D*, D*] --f K,D + T + 1 and a surjection Sym D + T. This result can 
easily be obtained as follows. There is an injection [D*, D*] + E(D) as mentioned 
earlier. Let a: [D*, D*] + St(D) be any function such that the diagram 
[D”, D*l - St(D) 
A1 
Jw 
commutes where St(D) denotes the Steinberg group of D. The image of the 
induced map HJD*, D*] + H.&(D) = K,D consists precisely of those elements 
of the form [a(q), a(q)] ... [a(+), a(vJ] with ui , zti E [D*, D*] such that 
[Ul > 4 ... [uli , vie] = 1. Let T denote the quotient of K,D modulo the image of 
H,[D*, D*]. In case [D*, D*] is perfect, there is now a canonical homomor- 
phism a: [D*, D*] + ,St(D)/im H,[D*, D*] induced by a as follows: Send 
w = [ul ) Cl] ..’ [ul , z+] (ui , ui E [D*, D*]) to the class of 
This is well-defined because the results obtained from two different repre- 
sentations of the element w differ by an element of im H,[D*, DC]. One then 
easily obtains that z is a homomorphism. Now define an element of T by 
(u, TI}~, = the class of hln(u~) hl,(u)-lhl.(v)-l~([u, VI)-’ 
(undefined notation is that of [S]). An easy computation shows that {u, TJ)~~ = 
{u, V} is independent of 71 and satisfies 1.2. It follows from the computations in 
[5, Lemma 9.15, p. 791 that these elements generate T. 
One can even copy the proof of Matsumoto’s theorem (as it appears in [5, 
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Chap. 12l)without essential changes to construct a central extension 1 -+SymD+ 
S -+ E(D) -+ 1 and obtain that Sym D and T are actually isomorphic in case 
CD*, D*] is perfect. 
2. THE QUATERNIONS 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, R will denote an ordered field having 
the property that every positive element has a square root. The quadratic 
extension C = R[i], i2 = - 1, is quadratically closed and is the only quadratic 
extension of R. The unique non-split quaternion algebra over R will be denoted 
by H = R[i,j, K]. Furthermore, any maximal commutative subfield of H is 
isomorphic to C and is even conjugate to C by the Skolem-Noether theorem. 
Given a quaternion 4 = a + bi + cj + d/z we will write 4 = r(q) + p(q) where 
r(q) = a, p(q) = 6i f cj + dk and call p(q) a “pure” quaternion. As usual 
Q = r(q) - p(q) denotes the quaternion conjugate which is an involution on H. 
H has the structure of an inner product space over R via p . q = (pq + q$)/2, 
p, q E H. We denote the length of q by 1 q / = (q . q)lj2 and the norm of q by 
N(q) = q . q; both the length and the norm are multiplicative functions with 
values in R. 
We make an easy but useful observation: 
2.1. If p is a pure quaternion and w is any quaternion, then pwp-1 = w if 
and only if p and w are orthogonal (p * w = 0). 
2.2 LEMMA. Every v E H has u square root. 
Proof. First note that any element v of H lies in a maximal subfield of H. 
Since any maximal subfield of H is conjugate to C which is quadratically closed, 
it follows that v has a square root. 
2.3 LEMMA. Given any pair of quaternions u, v E H of length 1, there exist 
w, o(, /I E H of length 1 so that u = [w, OL], v = [w, /3]. In particular, [H*, H*] = 
{h E H / ) h 1 = I} and it is perfect. 
Proof. Choose (Y, /3 so that ct2 = u-l, fi2 = v-l by Lemma 2.2 and choose 
w to be a pure quaternion of length 1 which is orthogonal to both 0: and /3. Such 
a w exists since the orthogonal complement of Ror + Rfi has dimension 2 and 
thus intersects the hyperplane of pure quaternions nontrivially. The length of w 
may be taken to be 1 by our hypothesis on square roots. By 2.1 we have 
[w, a] = waw-la-l = &-I = ,&2 = u 
as Cr = ol-l since a! has length 1. Similarly [w, fl] = el. 
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We now study the group Sym H. 
2.4 PROPOSITION. Sym H is generated by the elements {r, s} where r, s E R are 
positive. If the ordering on R is archimedean, then Sym H is trivial. 
Proof. Let u, v E H* and write u = ru’, 2) = sv’ where r, s E R are positive 
and u’, ZJ’ have length 1. Then 
{u, v} = {ru’, sv’} 
= {r, s}{r, v’}{u’, s}{u’, v’}. 
Now u’, v’ are in the commutator subgroup of H* by Lemma 2.3 and hence the 
last three elements are trivial. This yields the first assertion. 
Let u = a + bi. Then by 1.2(i) {u, 1 - u} = 1 which by our previous 
argument yields 
(1 u I, I 1 - u I> = 1. 
Raising to the fourth power yields 
(a2 + 62, (a - 1)2 + b2} = 1 
for any a, b E R, with (a, b) # (0, 0), (1,O). Consider the element {r, s} for 
r, s E R positive. By possibly replacing r, s by their inverses (and excluding the 
trivial cases r = 1 or s = l), we may assume r, s > 1. Further, since the 
ordering is archimedean, by replacing r, s by the appropriate 2”-th root we may 
assume / r - s 1 < 1 (namely, choose 2” so large that r, s < 22”). It is then 
always possible to find a, b E R so that either 
or (i) 
a2 + b2 = r, (a - 1)2 + b2 = s 
(ii) a2 + b2 = s, (a - 1)” + b2 = r 
holds. In case (i) a = (1 + r - s)/2 and thus if e = r - ((1 + T - ~)/2)~ > 0, 
choose b E R such that b2 = e, yielding a solution to (i). If this inequality fails to 
hold, then 
2r1i2 < / 1 + r - s / = 1 + r - s (since 1 r - s 1 < 1). 
If the corresponding inequality fails to hold for (ii), then 
2s1i2 < 1 $-s-r 
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and the failure of both thus yields r’12 + Gjz < 1 which is false since Y, s > 1. 
Hence it is always possible to solve either (i) or (ii). 
2.5 EXAMPLE. We conclude this section with an example showing that 
Sym H can be nontrivial if the ordering is not archimedean. 
Let R be an ordered field with the property that every positive element has a 
square root. Let R, = R((t1/2”)) d enote the ring of Laurent series in t1i2”. 
Then every element f of R, can be written in the form 
f = c C$@, c,,, # 0 
ipn 
= W2”Cm( I $ c,+l/C,tl~2” + .*.). 
Such an element is positive if c, is positive. This makes R, into an ordered field 
(cf. [3, pp. 239-2401). Any element of the form 1 + a,t1/2” + .*a has a square 
root and thus every positive element of the direct limit R, = I& R, has a 
square root, For each n there is a valuation 
v?l. . R, + (1/2”)2 
defined by v,(f) = -m/2n (f as above). These valuations are compatible with 
the inclusion maps R, -+ R,,, and yield a valuation 
v: R, -+ 2[1/2]. 
Let P denote the multiplicative group of positive elements of R. Let H, 
denote the unique non-split quaternion algebra over R, . We denote by 
I: R, --f R the leading coefficient function: Z(f) = c, (f as above) and define 
( , ):H,* x H:+P 
(x, y) = z(N(x))Y(“(,))z(N(y))-“(N’““. 
Since l(fg) = l(f) G), WXY) = N(x) WY), and v(fg) = v(f) + v(g), ( , ) is a 
bimultiplicative function. 
It is easy to check that the valuation v satisfies 
v 
@ 1 
fj2 = max v(fi2). 
Using this an easy but somewhat tedious case-by-case argument shows that 
(x, 1 - X) = 1 for any x E Hz, x # 1. Hence ( , ) induces a map Sym H, --+ P. 
This homomorphism is surjective, for given r E P, we have 
p/2, ,1/Z) = IOr-'-1' = r* 
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3. A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF MATHER 
Let S = (x EC ] 1 2 ] = l} and observe that by Lemma 2.3, S C [H*, H*]. 
In this section we modify some arguments of Mather [4] to obtain the following: 
3.1 THEOREM. Let R be an ordered field with the property that every positive 
element has a square root. Then the homomorphism H2S --f HJH*, H*] is surjective. 
Proof. We recall Hopf’s description of H, (see [5, Chap. 51): If l+R+F+ 
G -j 1 is exact with F free, then there is an exact sequence 
1 - H,G - [F, F]/[F, K] --f [G, G] + I (3.2) 
with HsG in the center of [F, F]/[F, K] (i.e., H,G = [F,Fl n K/[F, K]). Given 
a pair of elements g, h E G, if we lift them arbitrarily to g”, R E F, then the class of 
[g, 4 in [F,W[C Kl . is independent of the liftings chosen. We will denote this 
element by (g, h). From the way in which the (g, h) were obtained, it is clear 
that they satisfy all formal commutator identities. A representation of an element 
of H,G as (g, , h,) ... (g, , h,) will be said to be of genus n. 
Now if w, x E [H*, H*] commute and w, x are not both in R, then R[w, X] is a 
quadratic extension of R and thus isomorphic to C. By the Skolem-Noether 
theorem there exists a y E H (whose length we may assume to be 1 upon multi- 
plying by an appropriately chosen central element) such that’+-’ = R[w, x]. 
Now y E [H*, H*] since it has length 1; since inner automorphisms induce the 
identity on homology groups, we find that the image of H,S + Hs[H*, H”] is 
the subgroup generated by the elements (w, X) for w, x such that [w, X] = 1. 
Our task then is to prove that an arbitrary commutator relation can be written 
as a product of those of genus 1. As a first step we reduce to genus 2. We denote 
the group [F, F]/[F, K] of 3.2 by %? . m case G = [H*, H*]. Given any 
(Ul T vr)(ua , u.J E 9, choose w, 01, /? by Lemma 2.3 so that [w, a] = [ZQ , UJ and 
[w, PI = [% 7 2 2; 1. Then computing modulo elements of genus 2 in H,[H*, H*] 
yields 
(Ul ) %h 5 .%) = (Ul Y z’dw, 4% w>(w, B)(P, W)(% , 4 
-= (% w>(w, P) 
= (ap, pwp-1) 
since [01, zu][w, /3] = [&l, /3w/P1] is a formal commutator identity. Thus by 
induction an arbitrary element of 9 can be represented modulo elements of 
genus 2 in H#I*, H*] by a single element (x, y). If this element is in Hz@“, H*], 
it is an element of genus 1 and we have shown that every element of H,[H*, H*] 
can be represented as a product of elements of genus at most 2. 
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We will now show that any element of genus 2 is in fact a product of elements 
of genus 1. Assume w, X, y, z E [H*, H*] are such that [w, x][y, z] = 1. Then 
(w, x)(y, z) E Hs[H*, H”]. W e may assume that [w, X] f 1. Now we shall write 
u! = u’c’ where u is a pure quaternion of length 1 and [x, U] := 1. To see this 
observe that [x, V] = I if and only if u-l E R[x] (R[x] is a maximal commutative 
subfield of H). Since wR[x] is a subspace of dimension 2 and the dimension of the 
subspace of pure quaternions has dimension 3, we can choose a u = WV-~ of 
length 1 (by our hypothesis on square roots) in the intersection of these two 
subspaces. Thus 
(w, JaY, 4 = (uv:‘, X)(Y> 4 
= (m-1, uxu-l)(u, x)(y, z) 
= (u, X>(Y, 4 
modulo elements of genus 1. We now wish to write x = st, s, t of length 1, 
with [u, 21 = 1 and u orthogonal to s. This can be done as in the preceding 
argument since xR[u] has dimension 2 and the space of quaternions orthogonal 
to u has dimension 3. We then have 
04 X)(Y, 4 = (4 N(Y, 4 
= (u, qsus-1, sts-l)(y, z) 
- (u, SKY, 4 
modulo elements of genus 1. Applying a similar argument to (y, a) we may 
assume that our element is of the form 
(w, XXY, 4 where [w, x][y, a] = 1 
with u: and z pure quaternion, w orthogonal to x, and y orthogonal to a. Thus 
by 2.1 vve have [w, X] = wxw-lx-l = xe2 and [y, a] = y2. Hence xa = y2. If 
Y(X) # 0, then 
(w, (-x)(- 1)) = (w, x)(xwx-1, - 1) 
E (w, x) 
modulo elements of genus 1. Thus we may assume Y(X) > 0 and similarly we 
may assume y(y) > 0. It is now an easy computation to check that in this 
situation, ~1’~ = y2 implies that x = y. Thus (w, x)(x, a) = (wz-1, ZXZ-1) is an 
element of genus 1. 
If y(x) = 0, then x2 = y2 implies that y(y) = 0 and we have ~2 = y? = - 1. 
From the formal commutator identity 
[a, w, 4[a, 4-l = [[% b] 4% b]-l, [a, 4 4% W] 
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(a, b)(c, d)(a, b)-1 = ([a, b] c[u, b]-1, [a, b] d[a, b]-1). 
This shows that (a, b) is in the center of V if [a, b] is in the center of [H*, H*]. 
By the Skolem-Noether theorem there is a y (which we may assume has length 1) 
such that yyy-l = x. Let yzy-i = z,, and note that z,, is orthogonal to x. Since 
the plane in the pure quaternions orthogonal to x is Rz, + Rxz, we can write 
w =: olz,, + /3x,, for some oi, /3 E R, a2 $- pz = 1. Let r = a + bx with a, b E R, 
u2 + b2 = 1. Now TX~T-~ = (a2 - b2)zo + 2abxx, and to choose r so that 
TZ,,-~ = w is to solve the equations a s - b2 = OL and 2ub = /3 which is easily 
done. Write ry = [u, z)] by Lemma 2.3. Then 
@fJ, 4(Y, 4 = (74 X)(% v)(y, z)(fc, u)-1 
= (w, X)(TYY, -2) 
= (w, x)(x -43) 
= (w, x)(x, w) 
= 1. 
4. K, OF THE QUATERNIONS 
Since R is ordered with positive elements having square roots, it is easily 
checked that C = R[i] is quadratically closed. It follows from [l, Proposition 1.2, 
p. 3.561 that K,C is uniquely divisible by 2. The composition of the transfer 
with K,R --f KaC is squaring [5, Chap. 141; hence the kernel of K,R - K,C 
consists of elements of order 2. Thus the only 2-torsion in K,R is annihilated 
by 2. Now K,R is generated by the symbols {a, b}, a, b > 0, and (-1, -1). 
Thus given an x in ker(K,R + KaC) either x or x(- 1, - 1) haa a square root. 
If x = y2, then y* = 1 and hence 1 = y2 = x. In the other case, a similar 
argument shows that x = { - 1, - 1). 
From Matsumoto’s theorem [5, Chap. 1 I] it follows that {- 1, - 1} is nontrivial 
because there is a symbol 
( , ):R* x R*-t(flj 
defined by 
! -1 if u<O, b<O (utb)= t, otherwise 
(cf. [S, p. 1041). 
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Next notice that complex conjugation on C induces an automorphism of K,C. 
By K,C+ we denote the elements fixed by conjugation and by K&Z-, those 
inverted by conjugation. Then K,C = K,C+ @ K.&I- since x = (x$1/2(x/%)1/2 
and K&Z is uniquely divisible by 2. Now any element z of C can be written as 
z=rswithrER,r >O,andsEC, /sl = l.Then 
with (yl , r2}, {si , s2} E K&Z+, {yl , s2}, (si , r2} E K,C-. Thus these elements 
generate their respective subgroups. Furthermore, given any si , s2 E C having 
length 1 and sr # fs2, then (ignoring the trivial cases si = &l) there exist 
y1 , 72 E R such that r,s, + r2sz = 1. Namely let r1 = p(sa)/p(~,s~), r2 = 
-P(sJ/P(V~). Then 
and hence {ri , ra}{si , sz} = 1, {ri , sz}(sl , ~a} = 1. It follows that the elements 
@I > 2 7 z r ) r. E R, ri > 0, generate K,C-+. Thus we have proved 
4.1 PROPOSITION. There is a natural decomposition K,C = K.&I+ @ K,C- 
with all groups uniquely divisible by 2. The natural map K,R --f K,C has image 
K,C+ and kernelgenerated by (- 1, - l} which has order 2. 
4.2 Remarks. 1. The above result is well-known for the real and complex 
numbers. See [7, pp. 524-5251 and [8, sect. 11. 
2. If the ordering of R is archimedean, then an argument almost identical 
to that of 2.4 shows that K,C+ is also generated by the elements {sr , s2), si EC 
of length 1. If the ordering is not archimedean, then these elements may fail to 
generate K,C+. This is the case for the field given in Example 2.5. 
The map &[H*, H*] -+ H,E(H) = K,H is induced by the map [H*, H*] --f 
E(H) which sends an element u to the diagonal matrix with 2 in the (1, I)-position 
and l’s elsewhere. To identify the image, we will require the following easy 
lemma whose proof is omitted. The notation is that of [5, Chap. 81. In fact, it is 
possible to use the weaker result [5, Lemma 8.7, p. 681. 
4.3 LEMMA, Let S be a ring and let A, B E E(n, S) C E(S) commute. If 
A’,B’EE(m,S), then A*B = (A@A’@I)*(B@I@B’)EK.$‘. 
We now state and prove our main theorem. 
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4.4 THEOREM. Let R be an orderedJield in which every positive element has a 
square root. Let C q -L R[i] and H =- R[i, j, k]. Then the natural maps induce 
isomorphisms 
KzR/{- I, - I} w K,C+ = K,H. 
Pyoof. If -I’, y E [H”, H”] commute, then (up to conjugacy) we may assume 
that x, y EC and have length 1. Hence the image of (x, y) E H,[H*, H*] in 
H.&H) = KzH is just diag(x, l,...) * diag(y, I,...) which by 4.3 equals 
PI&), hdY)l = Ix, Y>H @ e notation is that of [5, Chap. 91; the additional 
subscript is for clarity). These elements {x, Y}~ all lie in the image of K,R --f 
K,H since {x, y}c E K,C+ is in the image of K,R + K,C and maps to (x, y}* . 
By Theorem 3.1 the image of K,R in K,H contains the image of HJH*, H*] --f 
K,H. By Proposition 2.4, the composition K,R -+ K,H + Sym H is surjective. 
Combining these facts with an easy diagram chase using the exact sequence of 
Corollary 1.3 we see that K,R + K,H is surjective. Since the composition of 
the transfer with K,R + K,H is rasing to the 4-th power, it follows that the 
kernel is generated by {--I, -I} by Proposition 4.1. 
The composition of the maps K,R/{- I, - 1) ---f K,C+ --f K,H is an isomor- 
phism and it follows that the last map must also be an isomorphism. In fact, 
the map K&- --f K,H is trivial, since an element x of K&Z- maps to an element 
of K,H whose square is 1. 
4.5 COROLLARY. If H is the division ring of quaternions over theJield of real 
numbers R, then K,W is canonically isomorphic to the uniquely divisible part of 
K&R 
This is immediate from the structure of K&Q given in [l], [7], or [S]. 
4.6 COROLLARY. If H is the division ring of quaternions over the field of all 
real algebraic numbers, then K,H is trivial. 
This follows since K, of the field of all algebraic numbers (a maximal subfield of 
H) is trivial because it is simultaneously both a torsion group and uniquely 
divisible (see [I]). 
Note added in proof. We have generalized the main theorem: Ka of an arbitrary 
quaternion algebra is generated by Steinberg symbols. This and further results on K, 
of division algebras have been obtained by Rehmann and Stuhler (Invent. Math., to 
appear). 
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